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Introduction
On April 14, 2016, the European Parliament adopted the new General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). The GDPR will replace the current 1995 Data Protection Directive and
will be directly applicable in all Member States. GDPR updates and modernizes the
principles of the 1995 Data Protection Directive. It sets out the rights of the individual and
establishes the obligations of those processing and those responsible for the processing of
the data. It also establishes the methods for ensuring compliance as well as the scope of
sanctions for those in breach of the rules.

GDPR will not come into force immediately (this will happen within 2018), but since it
provides for various heavy obligations, it will have an immediate impact.

This newsletter summarizes some of the key points of the GDPR.

Key points


Expanded geographic scope
The GDPR catches also data controllers and processors that are not established in
the EU if they process personal data in relation to offering goods or services to
individuals in the EU, or if they monitor the behavior of individuals in the EU. Any
such controller or processor will be required to appoint an EU representative.



Revised definition of personal data
GDPR makes clear that information is treated as personal data whenever individuals
can be identified by online identifiers, location data or identification numbers. This
change means that a number of organizations – particularly online service providers –
will need to re-evaluate the extent to which they hold and process personal data.
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Higher standard for consent
Under GDPR consent must be unambiguous and be communicated by a statement or
clear affirmative action which signifies agreement to the processing.
Data subjects also have the right to withdraw consent at any time. GDPR also requires
any written declaration to be clearly distinguishable from other matters (e.g. website
terms or privacy policies). Consent must be freely given (e.g. this needs to be taken
under consideration in case the performance of a contract is made conditional on
giving consent to data processing that is unnecessary for the contract itself).This may
affect some e-commerce services, among others.
Member States may provide more specific rules for use of consent in the employment
context.
In the context of online services, consent is not valid in relation to the processing of
data about a child under 16 (Member States can lower this as far as 13) unless given
by a person with parental responsibility.



New rights for individuals
Individuals have a number of new and enhanced rights under GDPR, including the
‘right to be forgotten’ (i.e. the right to have data erased), the right to object to data
processing (including profiling) on various grounds, and a new ‘right to data
portability’ (i.e. the right to transfer personal data to other organizations).



Role of Data Processors
GDPR imposes obligations directly on data processors as well as on controllers. This
includes implementing security measures and notifying data breaches to controllers,
co-operating with supervisory authorities and in some cases appointing their own data
protection officers. Processors may also be liable to pay damages and fines for
contraventions of GDPR.



Sanctions
Data controllers and processors can be fined up to 4% of annual worldwide turnover
for some infringements of GDPR (e.g. breach of requirements relating to international
transfers or the basic principles of processing such as conditions for consent). Other
specified infringements would attach a fine of up to 2% annual worldwide turnover.
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When imposing a fine a list of points are taken under consideration (such as nature,
gravity and duration of the infringement). The percentage applies to an “undertaking”
and the Recitals to the GDPR add that this is defined in Articles 101 and 102 of TFEU.


Accountability, impact assessments and privacy by design/default
The GDPR places accountability obligations on data controllers to demonstrate that
they comply with the requirements of GDPR, such as through the adoption of privacy
policies. GDPR requires data controllers to perform impact assessments before
carrying out any data processing that is likely to involve high risks for individuals. GDPR
also introduces requirements on “privacy by design” (requiring data controllers to
incorporate measures into their data processing arrangements designed to give
effect to the data protection principles)
and “privacy by default” (ensuring that, by default, only personal data that is
necessary for each specific purpose of processing is actually processed).



Breach notification
Data controllers will be required to notify any data breach to the supervisory authority
within 72 hours of awareness. High-risk data breaches must also be notified to the
individuals themselves, unless the data has been encrypted. Controllers will also be
required to maintain a log of all data breaches, whether requiring notification or not.



Data protection officers (DPOs)
Data controllers and processors will be required to appoint Data Protection Officers
(DPOs) where their core activities involve regular and systematic monitoring of
individuals on a large scale, or involve processing large quantities of sensitive personal
data or criminal records. DPOs must be expert in data protection law and practice, and
must be allowed to act independently and report directly to top-level management
within the organization.



International transfers
The GDPR in this area did not proceed to great amendments. It is explicitly provided
however that no prior authorization is required in case of transfers based on approved
safeguards such as Commission or DPA approved contracts. Data exporters who rely
on consent to transfer data outside the EU will need to ensure check whether data
subjects have been sufficiently informed on the risks of transfer.
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Binding corporate rules
The GDPR expressly recognizes BCRs for controllers and processors as a means of
legitimizing intra-group international data transfers.

Next steps









Check whether GDPR applies to you, especially if you are a data processor or a
non-EU data controller that are not subject to the current EU data protection
legislation.
Analyse and review the legal grounds for data processing. You should review the
personal data you collect, how such data is processed and ensure that all
processing has legal basis under GDPR .
Check and review your privacy notices and policies so as information provided is
clear and policies are transparent and easily accessible. Processes need to be put
in place to enable data subjects to exercise their rights under GDPR, whereas
organizations providing products and services and collect/process personal data
should comply with the new requirements for privacy by design and privacy by
default.
Prepare for data security breaches putting in place clear procedures to ensure
compliance with GDPR requirements.
Assess whether a Data Protection Officer needs to be appointed in your organization.

The present newsletter contains general information only and is not intended to
provide specific professional advice or services.
If you need further assistance or information with regard to the above please
contact:
T.Magdalinou@stplaw.com
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